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Seasons Greetings to one and
all. Our Founder and President
is in Tibet as we write this on
his behalf. Geshela has had a
very busy year and is currently
negotiating changes with
Kusho Sangye Rinpoche to the
way we are managing the student
sponsorship payments. We are hoping to make
more savings through the bulk purchases of goods
and services required by the students thus making
more monies available to them. Geshela will also
be travelling to India and accompanying the monks
who are coming to Australia in Feb’ 2007. He has
also been overseeing major renovations to the Drol
Kar Buddhist Centre and the forthcoming visit by
His Holiness the Dalai Lama.

It has been a very busy year for the NJP committee
as they continue to manage an increasingly larger
and more complex workload. We are constantly
looking for new ways of working smarter and have
attracted some new committee members who can
help move us into new levels.
The numbers of beneficiaries in our sponsorship
programs has risen to 681 and the number of
financial members has risen to 247. One thing that
has not risen is our administration costs which we
have kept at 3%. This means that 97% of your
sponsorship payments reach their intended
beneficiaries. We are extremely proud of this.
It would not be possible for us to reach and
maintain these numbers without the support of you,
the sponsors, donors and supporters. On behalf of
Geshela, I would like to say a huge thank you for
you ongoing support. Be assured, it makes a big
difference to the to the recipients in their standards
of health, education, accommodation, nutrition and
fosters the spirit of Compassion.

In the last issue, Geshela reported that we were
offering two scholarships to eligible students
which has already expanded to four positions. Our
goal is to be offering 10 scholarships by the end of
the year.

NJP MEMBERSHIP REMINDER
IT’S THAT

TIME OF THE YEAR WHEN WE ASK ALL SPONSORS TO PLEASE RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIPS

Only $2 per year for a family or single membership.
If you have paid the $2 in the last six months, consider yourself signed up.
Payment is welcomed in the form of 4 x 50c stamps.Or send your payment by your usual method.
(Reference = Surname -MEM)
Your membership will assist us with our application for TAX DEDUCTIBILITY STATUS.
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About the Nuns...............
he Nuns are living in seven separate
nunneries throughout the Ganzi district
and like the Monks and Students, they are
also in desperate need of support. As in the
case of the students, the nun's sponsorship
payments are held in trust by the nunnery
superiors and used to improve their
standard of living both individually and
collectively. The monies are used to buy
fresh food, books and stationary, medical
supplies, clothing and bedding. Their
health is improving as a direct result of a
more nutritious diet and higher standard of
accommodation. They now have access to
higher education and can study for the
same Geshe degrees the monks study for.

Below is a copy of a letter sent by a Nun to
her sponsor:

The Nunneries involved in our program are:
Baroona - 25 Nuns
Dagkar - 1 Nun
Gardichelli - 33 Nuns
Gyawanta - 30 Nuns
Nyimo - 27 Nuns
Trarka - 30 Nuns
Yarti - 25 Nuns
Individual - 11 Nuns
At the time of writing this there are some
Individual Nuns who have now moved back
into the Nunneries.

Even though we are poor, I feel lucky to live in
Tibet and to be a Tibetan Nun. I am saying Tashi
Delek and write you a poem.

T

Dear Kindly Sponsor,
I am thinking of you and wishing you are very
healthy. Since you have been sponsoring me, I
have less financial problems.
Here, it is the beginning of Summer in Tibet and
everywhere is green. All the animals look happy.
In the nunnery, we all help each other. Our
relationships are like sisters and brothers.
I must have done something very good in my past
life to meet you now. I am just a simple Tibetan
Nun. My country is on top of the world. My
people are surrounded by mountains of snow.

The following is a rough translation of a very
auspicious stanza your Nun has written for you:

Your body is like Mt Meru.
I wish your speech to have the 60 qualities of the
Buddha
I wish your mind to be uncontaminated
I wish your body, speech and mind to be blessed
by the victorious ones
I wish your body to have no sickness
I wish your mind to have no mental suffering
The Nuns supplement their meagre income
I wish to say countless Tashi Delek's to you
through collecting plants and herbs to
make medicine and do volunteer work in
Isn’t that just beautiful?
the Hospital and School.
Nuns From The Yarti Nunnery
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Drol Kar and Geelong are blessed with another visit by
His Holiness, the Dalai Lama.
It is a huge event to prepare for and many people
are needed to help it all come together.
If you would like to volunteer your services in any way, please visit:
the following website: http://dalailamageelong.com.au/volunteer
or call Fiona ph: 52614690 to register your details.
Volunteers will be needed leading up to the event and on the day.
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A Sponsor’s Tibetan Adventure
was privileged to be among the 18 travellers on
the 2006 Top of the World tour to Ganzi in
eastern Tibet. Southern China was experiencing its
worst wet season in 30 years with a typhoon
crossing the coast just days before we arrived in the
Sichuan capital of Chengdu. Although we only
experienced late afternoon downpours, by the time
we headed west for the climb onto the high Tibetan
plateau our way was blocked by landslides.

Passing over the mountains into the Tibetan
grasslands the following day and a totally different
world opened up before us. It was a world of
wildflowers and nomadic herders, stone cottages
and ornate window decorations.

I

Prayer flags are planted on the hillsides in their
hundreds to form giant arrows. Golden stupas and
white chortens stand out against the green. White
picnic tents are raised on the outskirts of villages as
the summer festive season is in full swing, with
glimpses of brightly decorated horses in the fields.

After much deliberation, we had an amazing, yet
somewhat treacherous, 16 hour journey to
Kangding - along a highway still under construction. A flat tyre slowed our progress but offered a
wonderful chance to mingle with and entertain
some local villagers. The highway snaked
alongside a raging river, inching its way up the
towering mountain gorges. China is in a massive
state of expansion, with ambitious highway and
hydro electric power station projects under
construction. They are working in precarious
locations with little more than tarpaulin tents for
shelter. Local villagers use every inch of ground
available for their crops, with corn growing on near
vertical road verges and high among the hillside
forests along the road to Kangding - gateway to the
Tibetan province of Kham in western Sichuan.

People are still working on the roads, but
filling potholes with gravel gathered in light cane
baskets for just $1.50 an hour, Geshela tells me. Yet
even this meagre income is enough to lure young
people away from their education. This is the
poverty of Tibet. Their basic lifestyle of cultivating
relatively modest areas and leaving much of the
grasslands has enabled the natural environment to
remain in large tracts (even though most of the
forests were logged by the Chinese and the
resulting landslides scar the hillsides).
Efforts are being made to replant the hills with large
pine seedling nurseries visible from the bus and
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roadside signs advocating "Keep
our mountains in green clothes".
But China is pushing tourism in
Tibet. And with the clear blue skies,
open spaces and clean air after the
smog of Chengdu, it is easy to see
why. For the local Tibetan people to
be a part of this push, and not just
exploited by it, education plays an
invaluable role.
During our 10-day stay in Ganzi we
visited the Sangye school to present
donations of exercise books, pens
and pencils, and for some of the
group to meet their sponsored children. It was school holidays but the
students turned out in force, some
travelling half a day, to meet us and
perform special dances.

Nomadic Yak herders tent near Ganzi township

fuelled by dung. Snow capped peaks
rose around us and the hills were a
mass of wildflowers.
This was an experience never to be forgotten, and one I’m sure many more
tourists would relish. With such a beautiful culture and landscape, we can
only hope such treasures as these don’t
get lost in the rush for development.

Head of the school, Sangye hospital
and Ganzi monastery, Kuscho
Sangye Rinpoche told us how, with
the benefit of sponsorships, the
school was consistently rating in the
top two academically in the district,
from a total of 28 schools.
He said the primary school takes
about 130 students from poor families, with some 100 continuing on to
secondary school since the school
was established seven years ago.
This year Rinpoche was pleased to
announce a total of 52 students from
Sangye gained places in secondary
school, of which only 200 places
were available for the whole district.

by
Sheree Scott

Conditions inside the Nomads yak skin tent

And with the start of the Nying-J e y
Projects Scholarship Program,
more of these talented young people
will have a chance to shape the
future of their communities.
We had a fantastic two days on the
hills above Ganzi staying with
nomadic yak herders. Although they
had a solar panel for light at night,
the tent and ropes were made of
woven yak hair and the fire was
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Sponsorship, It’s More Than Money
A

couple of years ago we were lucky enough to
travel to India and visit the monks in their home
in the Tibetan community of Southern India where the
Sera Je monastery is located. Never having been to
India before it was doubly exciting for us as we
experienced two totally different cultures in the
Tibetans and the Indian people.

his life by enabling him to eat a more nutritious diet
supplemented with fresh vegetables that he can now
buy. His health and grades have improved markedly.
He is now a healthy strapping young man, but oh so shy.
The other monk we sponsor is Lobsang Jampa who
many people will remember from the two tours he has
done. We visited his home in Gyumed monastery and
saw where he lives and gained an understanding of
what his life is like for him.

We were very blessed that we had such a close
connection with the monks through our work with
Nying-Jey Projects and the bond that Colin had made
with the monks as their driver on two of the Sacred He hosted a lavish lunch for us in his own home
which was delicious. A short while before we arrived
Footsteps Tours.
there Jampa had begun a three year retreat to deepen
What a privledged it was to be allowed to stay in
house 26B with all the monks. One of the most
treasured memories we have is falling asleep at night
and waking in the mornings to hear hundreds of
monks chanting and learning text. You could literally
feel the energy of the sound and vibration as it
reverberated through the house.

Janeece & Colin with Jampa in his home

his understanding of the teachings. Sponsorship has
enabled him to follow his path free of the concerns of
daily living as the money helps to cover his living
expenses and support him in his retreat and education.
We came away from India in awe at the dedication
and disciple to a lifestyle that these men have.You
don’t need to be a buddhist to appreciate what they do.
The unconditional love they share with everyone
brings a feeling of such joy within. All the monks told
us how they pray daily for their sponsors and hold
them dear to their hearts. What a reward sponsorship
has been for us.
Janeece & Colin Kelsall

Rinzin with his parents and sister

For several years we have been sponsoring a young
monk and what a pleasure it was to finally meet him.
We felt very honored when Rinzin invited us to go to
his family home close by in one of the Tibetan camps
and meet his family. It was through meeting them and
talking with his sister, who had a good command of
English, that we learned just how far and what a
difference the $20 a month we send makes to his life.
She was telling us that Rinzin never used to keep very
good health, but the sponsorship money has improved

Jampa’s skillful mandala
designs were often
enhanced with kangaroos
as a sign of his respect
and love for Australia
and the animals.
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MEMBERSHIP
Our membership continues to be rock solid with
247 financial members. One unexpected bonus for
us is the number of people who paid us in stamps.
This has resulted in a dramatic reduction in our
postage costs. We have been using these stamps
all year and will finally use them all up with the
mailing of these newsletters to those who don’t
have email.
OVERSEAS AID & TAX DEDUCTIBILITY
The draft submission has been finalised and will
be submitted in January 2007. It’s been a long time
coming, but we wanted to try and cover all bases
and needed vital information that Geshela brought
back from Tibet after the last Top of The World
Tour. By the time you receive our July Newsletter,
we hope to have some good news. Let’s not count
our chickens before they hatch as we are dealing
with bureaucracy and lots of red tape.
TRANSLATION PROBLEMS
NJP is experiencing problems with the translations
due to the hundreds of letters we are asked to
translate and the two to three persons we have
available to do them. We have just received
a batch of approximately 200 letters from the
students, all written in Tibetan requiring translating. At our last meeting, Geshela and Soyang
raised the problem as Geshela was going overseas
and Tashila was also going overseas. Soyang’s
workload has also increased to the extent that she
does not have enough time to devote to this task.
These three are the only ones who can do the
translating for us.

6/Use a voice recognition program.
If any of you have suggestions to overcome this
problem we would surely appreciate you getting in
touch as we would love to hear about it.
In the mean time we are investigating the alternatives and will make every effort to get the letters to
the sponsors.
The worst case scenario would be to send the
untranslated letters to the sponsors.
Let’s know your thoughts & feelings if that
were to happen. How strongly do you feel about
it?? Phone, email or write to us using the details
on the top of the front page..

What would normally happen is we would arrange
to meet with them on a certain day. We would
bring a computer and type the letters as they were
read to us. We would then format them for
printing and post them to the sponsors. Sounds
simple enough but it does take several meetings
and a lot of time to complete the process.

FIGURES AS AT DECEMBER 2006

NJP Committee realises the importance the
sponsors place on these letters and are trying to
find ways to overcome it. We are looking at
several options to get around the problem.
Examples are: 1/Asking the beneficiaries to draw
pictures with limited English, 2/Generic letters,
3/Send the originals to the sponsor, 4/Having them
translated by other parties, 5/Use a voice recorder,
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Sponsorship
Statistics

Total Nr In
Program

Total Being Total Seeking
Sponsored
Sponsorship

NUNS

183

136

47

MONKS

271

207

64

STUDENTS

227

177

50

SCHOLARSHIP

10

4

6

TOTALS

681

520

161

SUGGESTED GIFTS for STUDENTS:
Most of the clothing items listed below can be obtained in Tibet but are inferior in quality to our
Australian goods. Also keep in mind that temperatures can drop to -10 degrees in winter, so make sure
you buy goods that are of a good quality.
T-Shirts, Fleecy Windcheaters, Coats, Jackets, Jumpers, Thick Socks, Beanies, Gloves, Shoes, Ugg
Boots, Toiletries, Writing Sets, Writing Paper, Action Comics, Australiana, Book Marks, Soccer Balls,
Stickers, Toys, Games, Hair Accessories, School Bags/Backpacks, Sleeping Bags(rated to -20 degrees).

ALL ITEMS MUST BE SENT BY THE SPONSOR
DIRECTLY TO THEIR BENEFICIARY

WANTED
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE NEWSLETTER
Have you been lucky enough to visit the person
you are sponsoring in Tibet or India?
We would love to hear about your experience. Send us a
short story and pictures so we can share it with the other
sponsors through the newsletter

Nying-Jey Projects
PO Box 7458
GEELONG WEST VIC 3218
AUSTRALIA

